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WELCOME
FROM OUR CEO
Welcome to the winter edition of our quarterly
newsletter Memory Matters. It’s been an exciting few
months at Alzheimer’s Australia Vic, and we have lots of
news to share.
In reading this edition it struck me how, throughout our activities, we are
fortunate to have people from all walks of life put their hands up to offer
support. Sometimes, these include public figures who use their profiles to
help us raise awareness. There are some wonderful examples of these people
within this publication.
For instance, Gina Liano and Pettifleur Berenger − two stars of Foxtel’s popular
Real Housewives of Melbourne television show − and Mary Wooldridge MP,
Member for the Eastern Metropolitan Region, joined over 1600 members of
the public to participate in our Doncaster Memory Walk & Jog event. You can
read more about their involvement and the event in general on page five of this
edition.
In March, legendary journalist, businesswoman, television personality, author
and Alzheimer’s Australia National Ambassador Ita Buttrose AO OBE attended
two special fundraising afternoon tea events at Melbourne’s Hotel Windsor.
The events attracted high attendance figures and were a resounding success.
You can read more on page seven.
Additionally, we were delighted to welcome author and broadcaster David
Astle as our newest ambassador. David has already shown huge enthusiasm,
by taking part in the Doncaster Memory Walk & Jog, and inviting me to speak
on his 774 ABC show − an experience I thoroughly enjoyed. You can read more
about David and his appointment on page ten of this edition.
Meanwhile, veteran Australian television actor Terence Donovan recently
bowed out from his role as Doug Willis on Eleven’s Neighbours, following
a storyline that saw his character diagnosed with dementia. Our team was
consulted by Neighbours production on various elements of the storyline and,
as an Alzheimer’s Australia Vic ambassador, Terence himself has long been
forthcoming in offering his support to our organisation in a number of ways.
You can read more about the Neighbours dementia storyline on page eight.
Of course, these are just a few examples of the many people willing to offer
their support to our organisation and, in doing so, make a massive difference to
the lives of people living with dementia, their families and carers.
I would also like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and congratulate
two members of our team. Bernard Silva, Counsellor and Donna Mercier,
Customer Service and Reports Officer are both celebrating five years with
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic. I thank them both for their valuable contribution, their
commitment to our organisation, and the difference they have made to the
lives of people living with dementia.
I hope you enjoy reading this edition of Memory Matters.
Maree McCabe
CEO

Disclaimer
Articles in this publication provide a general
summary only of the subject matter covered.
Any person with dementia should seek
professional advice about their specific case.
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic is not liable for any
error or omission in this publication. Permission
should be sought from the Editor before
reproducing articles or images. Once permission
is given the source must be acknowledged.
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic does not endorse any
products, opinions or services of any description.
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Cover Ita Buttrose AO OBE, Alzheimer's Australia National Ambassador
with guests at An Afternoon Tea To Remember.
Photo: Darren James
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Dementia Awareness Month 2016
It’s almost that time of year again …
Dementia Awareness Month will see a host of fun and informative
events take place across the state throughout September. The goal? To
raise widespread awareness of dementia, and therefore help to create
an increased understanding of the condition.
This year’s theme is ‘You are not alone’ which acknowledges that
dementia is a condition that impacts everyone.
People living with dementia, their families and carers are not alone,
thanks to the wide range of support services available through
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic and other organisations.
With over 70 per cent of Australians admitting they know very little
about dementia, and almost half not realising it is a fatal disease, the
general public are not alone in their lack of understanding.
Equally, healthcare professionals are not alone, due to the quality and
availability of education and support that will help them assist the
people they work with to manage the challenges of dementia.
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic is looking forward to releasing more
information about plans for Dementia Awareness
Month 2016 in the coming months, so make sure
you sign up at http://bit.ly/VicENewsSignUp
to receive the monthly e-news or keep an eye on
Facebook and Twitter.
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NEWS FEATURE

3D tablet app to assist carers and
empower people living with dementia
We live in an age where technology can help us achieve
some wonderful things. Alzheimer’s Australia Vic is
committed to harnessing technology to improve the
wellbeing of people living with dementia, their families
and carers. The organisation’s most recent innovation is
a prime example of this.

the house, and changing busily patterned wall or floor
coverings.

The Dementia-Friendly Home tablet app, launched in
March, uses the interactive 3D game technology Unreal
Engine to provide carers with ideas that will make their
homes more accessible for people living with dementia.

“Using the app affirmed ideas I’d had around labelling
cupboards and keeping floors and hallways clear and well
lit.

Maree McCabe, CEO Alzheimer’s Australia Vic said many
people are not aware that dementia can result in spatial
and visual challenges, as well as the more commonly
understood memory issues.
“Changes in the brain can impact on day-to-day functions
and potentially confuse people living with dementia.
Identifying ways in which the home and environment
can be modified to ameliorate any challenges will make
a difference to the person living with dementia,” Ms
McCabe said.
Making the home more dementia-friendly can, in turn,
result in a person with dementia being able to stay in
their own home for longer. This is a particularly desirable
outcome when you consider the potential impact on
helping to effectively managing Australia’s ageing
population.
Based on ten Dementia Enabling Environment Principles,
The Dementia-Friendly Home app recommends practical
changes, many of which are small and inexpensive,
for instance placing labels with pictures on cupboard
doors. More significant changes include installing motion
sensors that turn lights on and off as people walk through
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Norm Smith, a carer, said he wanted to help his wife
Cathy, 53 and living with dementia, to feel comfortable in
their family home.

“Enabling Cathy to remain involved in the daily routine,
even just being able to make a cup of tea for herself and
guests, to contribute to the household planning and activity
is really important to us and impacts positively on her and
our family,” Mr Smith said.
The Dementia-Friendly Home app was developed through
funding by the joint Commonwealth and State Government
Home and Community Care program. The Deakin Software
and Technology Innovation Laboratory (DSTIL) worked with
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic on its development.
The app was officially launched by Martin Foley MP,
Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing at Alzheimer’s
Australia Vic’s Perc Walkley Dementia Learning Centre at
Parkville.
The Dementia-Friendly Home app is now available for iPad
from the App Store and Android tablets from the Google
Play Store for $2.99. Further information can be found at
bit.ly/vicdfh 
Below left to right, Rohan Liston, DSTIL, Dr Tanya Petrovich,
Business Development Manager Alzheimer's Australia Vic,
Maree McCabe, CEO Alzheimer's Australia Vic, and Martin Foley
MP, Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing test the app at
the launch.

NEWS FEATURE

Memory Walk & Jog series
a success
And so, Alzheimer’s Australia Vic’s latest series of
Memory Walk & Jog fundraising events draws to a
close.
The series kicked off last year during September’s
Dementia Awareness Month, with an event held at
Geelong. This was soon followed by events at Bendigo,
the Mornington Peninsula, Doncaster and Albury
Wodonga.
The most recent event, at Wodonga’s Belvoir Park, was
hosted by Star FM breakfast radio host, Riley-Rose Harper.

Above Melbourne participants capturing the moment

Bill Tilley MLA, Member for Benambra, was also in
attendance and presented a good luck message to
participants at the starting line.
More than $203,000 was raised during the first four
events, with that total set to be bolstered by the final dollar
figures from Albury Wodonga. The money will be used
to enable Alzheimer’s Australia Vic to continue providing
much-needed support services, education and social
research.
Over the course of the series, a host of well known faces
and Alzheimer’s Australia Vic ambassadors turned out in
support. Gina Liano and Pettifleur Berenger of The Real
Housewives of Melbourne fame joined participants in
Melbourne, both ladies keen to offer their support in light
of their own personal experiences of having a parent living
with dementia.
Mary Wooldridge MP, Member for the Eastern
Metropolitan Region was also present at the Doncaster
event, as well as author, broadcaster and Alzheimer’s
Australia Vic ambassador David Astle.

Above Academy of Dance students lead the warm up in Melbourne

Meanwhile, there was a strong sporting presence at the
events, thanks to ambassador Sam Mitchell of Hawthorn
FC who participated at Mornington Peninsula in honour of
his late mother-in-law, and ambassador Amy Jackson of
Melbourne City, who ran at both Geelong and Bendigo in
memory of her late grandmother.
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic would like to thank everybody
who participated throughout the series, as well as major
supporter OPAL Aged Care who helped make the events
possible.
The organisation will be hosting similar events later in 2016
and throughout 2017, with the first scheduled to take place
at Geelong on 11 September. Make sure you keep an eye
on memorywalk.com.au for further updates, and in the
meantime view our fabulous Memory Walk & Jog video at
bit.ly/vicMWJvideo for a taste of what to expect! 

Above Neil Samuel, Board Chair Alzheimer's Australia Vic,
Maree McCabe, CEO Alzheimer's Australia Vic, The Real
Housewives of Melbourne Pettifleur Berenger and Gina Liano at
the Melbourne Memory Walk & Jog
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Parliamentary Friends of Dementia
presented with alarming
prevalence data
Members of Parliament were presented with the latest
dementia prevalence data during a meeting of the Victorian
Parliamentary Friends of Dementia on Wednesday 23
March. Professor Laurie Brown from the National Centre
for Economic Modelling at the University of Canberra led
this research project and travelled to Melbourne to share
her insights with the MPs and guests present.
The data, commissioned by Alzheimer’s Australia Vic,
shows there are currently 97,000 people living with
dementia in Victoria - a figure which is expected to
increase by almost 300 per cent to 386,000 by 2050.
This formed part of Alzheimer’s Australia Vic’s budget
advocacy strategy. The budget handed down on 28 April
confirmed our ongoing Health And Community Care
funding and we will continue to advocate for additional
funding for other projects such as awareness raising and
dementia-friendly communities in future budgets.
Our thanks to Professor Brown, as well as Dan Gardam,
living with dementia, and Jane Gardam, Dan’s wife and
carer, who presented on the day, giving an excellent
overview of the challenges presented by the rising number
of people impacted by dementia in Victoria.
The 2016 dementia prevalence research, including tables
broken down to State Electorate Divisions and Local
Government Areas, and Alzheimer's Australia Vic’s 201617 Budget Submission can be found at bit.ly/vicstats16



Kate Swaffer appointed to World
Dementia Council
In a move welcomed by dementia advocates across the
globe, Australian Kate Swaffer has become the second
person living with dementia to be appointed to the World
Dementia Council.
The Council aims to stimulate innovation, development
and commercialisation of life enhancing drugs, treatments
and care for people with dementia, or at risk of dementia,
within a generation.
Ms Swaffer, who is Chair of Dementia Alliance
International, had her position formally ratified in February,
during her first meeting as a member with the Council,
which took place in London.
Congratulations, Kate! 

Above Professor Laurie Brown presenting at Parliamentary
Friends of Dementia

Become more physically active,
and reduce sitting time to support
brain health
The National Ageing Research Institute (NARI) is looking
for volunteers to join the Stand Up & Go study - a sitting
time reduction and physical activity program which is about
improving physical and brain health through exercise.
Researchers are looking for people who are:
• aged between 50 and 85
• do less than one hour of exercise per week
• are happy to have assessments at two time points, 		
including memory, fitness and MRI brain imaging
Participants may have the opportunity to engage in a 12week home-based physical activity program (walking), and
will partake in educational workshops.
If you or someone you know may be interested in
participating or would like further information, please
contact Stephanie Perin on 03 8387 2483 or stephanie.
perin@unimelb.edu.au 

Chair exercise program comes to
Shepparton
Shepparton residents have been enjoying the physical
and emotional health benefits of chair exercise, thanks
to a new program run by Primary Care Connect and
Alzheimer's Australia Vic.
Sessions are facilitated by a trained Arthritis Victoria chair
exercise leader, and involve cardiovascular, strengthening
and flexibility exercises that are safe and effective for
people unable to attend mainstream exercise classes.
The classes will continue to take place at Primary Care
Connect, 399 Wyndham Street, Shepparton every Friday
afternoon between 1pm and 2pm. To book your spot, call
Tracey Julie at Alzheimer's Australia Vic on 03 5823 3221.
Please note, a medical clearance and registration is
required to participate in all physical activity programs at
Primary Care Connect. 
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NEWS IN BRIEF

An Afternoon Tea to Remember
with legendary Ita Buttrose

Get cosy: An online auction of
unique tea cosies

This March, attendees at Alzheimer’s Australia Vic’s
Afternoon Tea to Remember fundraising events were
buzzing with excitement as National Ambassador Ita
Buttrose AO OBE took the stage to offer a special
presentation.

As part of the two Afternoon Tea to Remember events, a
colourful array of handmade tea cosies went on display in
the foyer at The Hotel Windsor, with all items available to
buy via silent auction.

Over the two days, 305 guests at Melbourne’s most
renowned grand hotel, The Windsor, heard from Ms
Buttrose about her life experiences. Highlights included
details of the strong influence her father had over her
career, her memories of covering the wedding of Prince
Charles and Princess Diana, and the experience of
watching her story depicted in the ABC TV drama Paper
Giants.
Feedback from guests was incredibly positive, and the
events raised a combined total of almost $40,000, which
will go towards funding numerous services to improve the
wellbeing of people living with dementia, their families and
carers.

The highly creative pieces included fairy-tale characters,
Minions, clowns, various animals and more. A peacockshaped tea cosy known as The Exhibitionist went for the
highest amount, raising an impressive $475, with $6,000
raised in total.
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic would like to acknowledge
the Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria and their Royal
Melbourne Show tea cosy community for generously
donating the pieces. 

Alzheimer’s Australia Vic would like to thank The Windsor
Hotel for hosting, and TLC Aged Care for sponsoring the
event. 

Above The beautiful tea cosies on display at The Hotel Windsor
Left Lou Pascuzzi , CEO TLC Aged Care, Annette Shiell, Royal
Agricultural Society of Victoria, Maree McCabe, CEO Alzheimer's
Australia Vic, Ita Buttrose AO OBE, National Ambassador
Alzheimer's Australia and David Perry, CEO The Hotel Windsor
Below right Phoebe

Below left Ita Buttrose AO OBE chatting with guests
Below Guests fill the Grand Ballroom at The Hotel Windsor
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Michael Woodward receives
Australia Day honour

Terence Donovan’s Neighbours
dementia storyline draw to a close

Congratulations to Alzheimer’s
Australia Vic’s Chief Medical Advisor,
Associate Professor Michael
Woodward, who has been appointed
a Member of the Order of Australia in
recognition of his services to geriatric
medical research, aged care and
Alzheimer’s disease.

Alzheimer’s Australia Vic Ambassador Terence Donovan
has bowed out of his role as Doug Willis in the television
soap opera Neighbours, following a storyline that saw his
character diagnosed with dementia.

Aside from his tireless, ongoing
work with Alzheimer’s Australia Vic,
Associate Professor Woodward
has worked at Austin Health for 28
Above Associate
years. During this time, he has
Professor Michael
been responsible for establishing
Woodward
the organisation’s Medical and
Cognitive Research Unit - now the largest dementia
clinical trials site in the southern hemisphere, with 27 trials
currently underway.
In addition, he has overseen the expansion of aged care
services at Austin Health, is Director of the Austin Health
Memory Clinic, and Director of its Aged Care Research and
Wound Management Clinic.
Associate Professor Woodward described the award as a
privilege and said he was delighted to be honoured. 

BrainyApp relaunch
To coincide with Brain Awareness Week in March,
Alzheimer’s Australia launched an updated version of
its hugely successful BrainyApp.
Originally developed and released in 2011 to raise
awareness of dementia risk factors, the app allows users
to easily rate and track their brain health.

The updated version includes
a fresh new look and a host
of fabulous extra features.
Along with the redesigned app, a web version is now
available for the first time. Thanks to its ability to
synchronise with smartphones, users will be able to
access the app on their phones, and then sign-in on a
computer to continue using it, or visa versa.
To find out more, visit brainyapp.com.au 
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The story team consulted with Alzheimer’s Australia Vic
experts on elements of the storyline, to ensure a level of
realism.
During his most recent stint on the show, viewers
watched as Doug’s illness progressed and impacted on all
generations of his family in various ways.

“I know from experience
that a diagnosis can not
only impact on the individual,
but also their families and
carers. The importance of
this issue became even
clearer to me while playing
Doug" said Mr Donovan.
"I think Neighbours is a wonderful
Above Terence
forum to raise the subject to young
Donovan
people so that they are aware of
what older people are coping with. Nearly all families are
going to be impacted by it in the future," Mr Donovan said.
During his association with Alzheimer’s Australia
Vic, Terrence has been involved with two A Night to
Remember fundraising events, and helped launch the
Changed Conditions Ahead kit on driving and
dementia and the online support service
helpwithdementia.org.au 

Inclusive Manningham
– a dementia-friendly city
Manningham is set to become dementia-friendly, thanks to
a new partnership with Alzheimer’s Australia Vic.
The new initiative is aimed at improving the quality of
life of people with dementia, their families and carers by
facilitating a municipality that is dementia-friendly.
The recently formed Manningham
Dementia Alliance Group will meet
on a monthly basis to develop a local
action plan, that will be informed by
the results of a community survey.
Well done, Manningham! 

NEWS IN BRIEF

Swinburne University architecture
students design for dementia
Alzheimer’ Australia Vic is working with interior architecture
students to increase awareness of dementia-friendly
design principles.
The initiative came about after Dr Flavia Marcello, Senior
Lecturer in Interior Architecture at Swinburne University
discovered dementia-friendly design information on the
Alzheimer’s Australia website.
Dr Marcello reached out to Dr Tanya Petrovich, Business
Development Manager at Alzheimer’s Australia Vic, and
invited the organisation to advise second and third year
students on their ‘Design for Dementia’ studio. The studio
is an action research tool that works toward developing
new paradigms for aged care, with a specific focus on
people who are living with dementia. It forms part of the
Centre for Design Innovation’s Future Self and Design
Living Lab.
The project requires students to develop design solutions
to retrofit existing residential aged care facilities in
Melbourne so that they can:
• better connect evolving care models with the physical 		
environment
• provide enabling environments for people with dementia
to live as fully as possible
• better comply with building regulations and standards
“The students responded to the brief very positively,” said
Dr Marcello. “Most of them were able to reflect on parents
and grandparents and were pleased to have a real problem
to solve as part of their studies. The opportunity to do the
Virtual Dementia Experience™ and to draw on Tanya’s
expertise was a fundamental part of the student’s research
process and contributed to the outcome of the project.”
Last year students worked with real life client Twin Parks
Residential Aged Care in Reservoir to advise the facility on
how it could be transformed by incorporating dementiafriendly principles. The facility’s team was so happy with
the work the students produced, that they have chosen to
build two of the designs into existing premises during 2016.

“Working with students at Swinburne University was a
fantastic opportunity for our consulting service,” said Dr
Petrovich. “These are the people who will be designing
the buildings of the future, so to be able to convey the
importance of being dementia-friendly and the ways to
achieve it is incredibly valuable. I was really impressed by
the concepts they came up with. The fact that two of the
designs will actually be used by Twin Parks is testament to
their learning and skills.”
A new cohort of Swinburne University students is currently
undertaking the Design for Dementia studio project in
2016, with an Australian Unity facility and Alzheimer’s
Australia Vic on-board once again to assist in their
education.
For more information, visit http://bit.ly/
vicSwinburneDementiaStudio 

We commit to an age-friendly
Victoria!
On 14 April 2016, Alzheimer’s Australia Vic joined Martin
Foley MP, Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing and
other like-minded organisations in committing to an agefriendly Victoria.
The commitment took the form of a co-signature on an
Age-Friendly Victoria Declaration: Statement of Support
and Partner Endorsement, as part of the Minister’s launch
of the Commissioner for Senior Victorian’s report Ageing
is everyone’s business.
The report has been developed by Commissioner Gerard
Mansour, and reveals that social isolation and loneliness
are significant issues for Victoria’s ageing population. The
newly launched Age-Friendly Victoria initiative is part of the
Government’s response to this report.
Other organisations can sign the declaration at
seniorsonline.vic.gov.au 

Below Representatives of signatories of the declaration with
Martin Foley MP, Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing

Below A look at student Kyle Ting's design for Twin Parks
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Nominations for the inaugural
Age-Friendly Victoria Award are
now open
Are you an organisation working with an age-friendly
approach? If so, why not consider putting yourself forward
for the inaugural Age-Friendly Victoria Award?
The award, which is now open for nominations, recognises
excellence and innovation in creating age-friendly
communities, promoting active ageing and improving
quality of life and inclusion for older people.
For more information, details on selection criteria or
assistance with completing the nomination form, call
Seniors Information Victoria on 1300 135 090 or email
askcota@cotavic.org.au
Nominations close on 30 June. 

Welcome on board, David Astle!
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic
has welcomed author and
broadcaster David Astle
as an ambassador. David
certainly hit the ground
running in his new role, by
taking part in the Melbourne
Memory Walk & Jog event,
and interviewing CEO
Maree McCabe on 774 ABC
radio.

Above David Astle at the
774ABC studio with Maree
McCabe, CEO Alzheimer's
Australia Vic

David is an author,
broadcaster and self
confessed ‘word nerd’. He
appeared on SBS’s Letters
and Numbers and every
Friday his crosswords
appear in The Age and
Sydney Morning Herald.

David has also written
books including Riddledom,
Puzzled and Cluetopia. Cluetopia is dedicated to Captain
Barry Astle, David’s father who died in 2013, having lived
with frontal lobe dementia for several years.
“Part of the struggle for all of us, dad included, was
learning to understand precisely what we were tackling. No
doubt the more we can share and understand as a village
then the less anguish in store for everyone, from carer to
the cared,” David said.
For more information about Alzheimer’s Australia Vic’s
ambassadors, visit bit.ly/vicambassadors 
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Above Volunteers Elizabeth Wright and Pamela Anstee

National Volunteer Week
celebration
National Volunteer Week in May presents an annual
opportunity to reflect on the incredible contribution that
volunteers make in our community. The theme of National
Volunteer Week in 2016 was “Give happy, live happy”
and although the majority of volunteers are motivated by
giving to others or connecting with a cause, volunteering
can have amazing impacts on individual volunteer’s health,
happiness and wellbeing.
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic volunteers were invited to a
special event on Thursday 12 May to recognise their
diverse efforts which all have a positive impact on the
lives of people impacted by
dementia. An afternoon tea
followed by a screening of
the film Alive Inside was
well received by volunteers
who were encouraged
to relax and enjoy the
celebration in their honour.



Right Shirley Dixon
Below Robin Carmichael
and Pamela Hore

NEWS IN BRIEF

Consumers Matter - Join our
consumer network
Improving the lives of people with dementia is at the heart
of everything Alzheimer’s Australia Vic does. To make
this happen, the organisation needs to hear directly from
people living with dementia, their families, carers, friends,
and the local community.
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic’s Consumer Network is made up
of people who have been impacted by dementia and are
passionate about creating positive change. Members of
this network receive a regular Consumer Network Bulletin,
putting them in touch with the latest events, news and
opportunities to have their voices heard on a state-wide
and national scale.
Opportunities include:
• providing feedback on health, disability and aged care 		
systems
• joining advisory groups and committees
• contributing to the latest dementia research
• appearing on radio, television and newspapers
• learning new skills and building confidence as an 		
advocate
• testing new innovations and helping design services
For more information, email
aav.consumers@alzheimers.org.au
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic is keen to hear about a range of
experiences and from multiple perspectives, so please
share this information with friends, colleagues and
community. 

Bi-lingual health workers given
tools to promote dementia
messages in culturally and
linguistically diverse communities
A pilot project to determine whether using trained bilingual health workers can offer a sustainable way to
raise awareness about dementia amongst culturally and
linguistically diverse (CALD) communities has entered its
second phase.
The two-year project, which is being run by Alzheimer’s
Australia Vic, is using a ‘train-the-trainer’ model to enable
bi-lingual health workers from ethno-specific agencies to
deliver information sessions about dementia within their
communities.
During the first year of the project, six trainees successfully
completed the program and are now delivering information
sessions within Greek, Croatian and Chinese communities.
Following the success of the initiative, the recently
launched second phase has seen representatives from
Vietnamese and French-Mauritian communities also
become involved.
Presenters use language to help build a strong rapport with
audiences, and their own knowledge to provide a relevant
cultural context to help break down stigmas and debunk
common myths relating to dementia.
The project has been made possible by an Aged Care
Service Improvement and Healthy Ageing Grant from the
Australian Department of Health.
For more information on our work with CALD communities
contact Claire Emmanuel on 03 9815 7800 or claire.
emmanuel@alzheimers.org.au 

We Can, We Can, We Can
The publication We Can, We Can, We Can is filled
with ideas to help professional and family carers
engage people with dementia through creativity,
and has been developed by Alzheimer’s Australia
Vic with the support of the State
Trustees Australia Foundation.
The book contains a variety of
activities and ideas, from simple
arts and craft projects, to fun
ideas with food, gardening
activities, mental and physical
games, music and much, much
more.
Above Alzheimer's Australia Vic Consumer Advisory Committee
members Gavin Brasier and Peter Thomson

For more information or to
order, visit bit.ly/vicwecan 
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ABOUT YOU
LORNA AND JIM
PRENDERGAST
Jim Prendergast

When Lorna Prendergast’s late husband Jim was
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease and moved into
full time care, Lorna witnessed the positive impact of
music on her husband and the other residents. Here,
Lorna shares her experiences.
“I can’t put my finger on when it started. Jim was an
extremely bright person, Dux of his school, later holding
down responsible jobs. He was also an author, respected
aviation artist and historian.
“When travelling overseas, his sense of direction was
always incredible, until one day when we had arrived in
Chicago and headed towards our usual bookshop Jim
declared that we were going in the wrong direction. A
similar thing happened when we disembarked in Los
Angeles and then, in the Whitsundays, Jim fell down some
steps. This behaviour continued when we returned home.
“After fifteen falls and a number of trips to the hospital,
his doctor took the decision that Jim should move into full
time care. By now he had been diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease and dementia was starting to set in.
“While extremely appreciative of the caring attitude of staff
at Jim’s nursing home, it was obvious they had neither the
time nor the training to engage their residents in activities
that would provide sufficient mental stimulation.

ABOUT YOU Q&A

“However, staff were very happy to allow me to play
music, and it soon became apparent that this had a very
calming effect on the residents. It was noted that "Harry",
who often seemed agitated, calmed down significantly
while the music played. And it was a great joy to see a
pretty little lady get up and dance.
“I read many articles on the positive impact of music on
the mind, and was particularly struck by an episode on ABC
TV’s Catalyst, during which they brilliantly expanded on this
theory, demonstrating how music can unlock memory and
emotions.
“Almost right up until Jim’s passing, he loved to sing with
visiting choirs, remembering every word and never missing
a note, despite his diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease.
“Music is affordable, doesn’t have the side effects
associated with many medications and provides so much
enjoyment - for these reasons, I would like to see it played
every day in all care facilities” 

If you have a question email it to newsvic@alzheimers.org.au

What steps can I take to support my loved
ones during periods of changed behaviours?
Changes in the behaviour of people living with
dementia are very common, and this may place
additional stress on families and carers. It can
be particularly upsetting when somebody who was
previously gentle and loving starts to behave in a strange or
aggressive way.
Always discuss concerns about behavioural changes with
your doctor. They will be able to check whether there is a
physical illness or discomfort that is causing the changes
in behaviour. The doctor will also be able to advise if there
is an underlying psychiatric illness or whether the changes
are the result of the person’s medications.
Managing changed behaviours can be very difficult, and
is often a matter of trial and error. Always remember that
the behaviour is not deliberate. Anger and aggression
are often directed against family members and carers
simply because they are there. The behaviour is beyond
the person’s control and they may be frightened by it
themselves. They need reassurance, even though it may
not appear that way.
Providing a calm and non-stressful environment in which
the person with dementia is able to follow a familiar routine
can help to avoid some difficult behaviours.
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Keeping the environment familiar can also help. People
with dementia sometimes become upset or confused if
they find themselves in a strange situation or surrounded
by unfamiliar people. The frustration caused in such
instances may be enough to trigger a change in behaviour.
If a behaviour becomes difficult, it is best to refrain from
any form of physical contact such as restraint, leading
them away or approaching them from behind. It may be
better to leave them alone until the behaviour of concern
has passed. If you feel it will help, call a friend or neighbour
for support.Try not to show your own feelings of anger or
frustration at the behaviour. Speak slowly, in a calm, quiet
and reassuring voice. And after the event, avoid any form
of punishment. The person may not remember what has
happened and is therefore unable to learn from it.
Dementia can lead to a number of different behaviours of
concern including aggression, over reaction, hoarding and
repetitive behaviour. For more specific information on how
to manage each of these behaviours, see our help sheet
at bit.ly/vichelpsheetbehaviours or call the National
Dementia Helpline 1800 100 500. 

REGIONAL ROUND UP

Alzheimer’s Australia Vic’s regional offices and staff are located
in Albury, Bairnsdale, Ballarat, Bendigo, Cowes, Drouin, Geelong,
Mildura, Shepparton and Warrnambool. Our staff within these
regional areas welcome your contact on 1800 100 500.
At Horsham, Alzheimer’s Australia Vic hosted a Living with Dementia
program in February and March. The sessions were facilitated
over several weeks by members of the Grampians Regional team.
People with a recent diagnosis of dementia, together with their
family members and friends, learned about dementia symptoms and
diagnosis, adapting to changes, research and drug treatments, practical
coping strategies, the impact on relationships and communication, legal
issues and the support services available.

These puzzles are provided for entertainment
purposes only. To keep your brain healthy, it’s
important to engage in mentally stimulating
activities, be physically and socially active, eat a
healthy diet and look after your heart by getting
regular health checks.

Word puzzle
Test your mental skills and see how
many words you can make using the
centre letter ‘C’ in each word.
All words must be at least 4 letters
long. Try to get 20 words. If you’re
after a challenge, see if you can find
two 9 letter words!

A similar Living with Dementia group program was also held at Port
Fairy, with two programs hosted at Geelong, commencing in February
and March, with 29 participants in total. Planning is now underway
to host programs at Colac and Ballarat in the near future. Anybody
interested in attending should call the National Dementia Helpline on
1800 100 500.
A Coping with Carer Stress session was held at Horsham in April. The
session was designed to offer participants the opportunity to meet
other carers in similar situations and learn new skills to help them better
manage the emotional demands of being a carer.
A number of sessions covering topics such as: Effective
Communication; Coping with Changing Behaviours; and Considering
Residential Care were held at Ballarat, Geelong and Warrnambool.
Grief, Loss and Dementia sessions were facilitated in February at
Horsham and Geelong. The events were attended by family carers
who wanted the opportunity to discuss their experiences in a group
setting, and explore the emotional impact of the grief and losses
associated with dementia, as well as the support services available.
During February and March, the Geelong team ran the LaTCH program
- a six-week program aimed at providing education, support and practical
strategies to people with mild cognitive impairment and experiencing
memory concerns. The program was attended by nine participants.

Solution on page 17

Sit to stand exercise
Try this simple exercise.
It can be done anywhere and is great
for strength and improving aerobic
fitness and balance:

Introduction to Dementia sessions held at Corio and Newtown were
aimed at people living with dementia, their family members and friends,
and gave an introduction to dementia types, symptoms and the changes
that may occur. The session also covered the dementia education and
support services available.
At Stawell during April, the Grampians Regional team hosted a Coping
with Changes in Behaviour session. That same month, the team was
joined by Carer Respite services to present a Dementia Awareness
session for 48 people at Edenhope. 

From a sitting position, without using
your hands for support, stand up
and then sit back down. Slow and
controlled. Repeat for 1 minute.

MEMBERSHIP
It’s a good time to start thinking about renewing your
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic membership.
You can do so at bit.ly/vicmembers or contact Rebecca McCormick
on 03 9816 5783 or rebecca.mccormick@alzheimers.org.au

Sign up for our monthly electronic
newsletter at

http://bit.ly/VicENewsSignUp
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RESEARCH
FOCUS
Eating blueberries may enhance
brain function
It is well known that a balanced and healthy diet can
reduce your risk of Alzheimer’s disease and other forms
of dementia. And new research from the University
of Cincinnati has found that blueberries can assist in
reducing your risk of Alzheimer’s disease, and even
enhance brain function in those displaying early stages of
the disease.
Claimed as a ‘superfood’ because of their nutrients,
blueberries contain fibre, potassium, folate, vitamin B6,
vitamin C, and are full of antioxidants. The researchers
undertook two different human clinical trials examining
the effects of blueberry supplementation on brain
performance and function in older adults. The first trial
involved 47 adults aged 68 and older, who had mild
cognitive impairment. Participants took either freezedried blueberry powder or a placebo powder, once a day
for 16 weeks. They found those taking the blueberry
supplement demonstrated improved memory and access
to words and concepts, compared to those who did not.
The second trial included 94 people aged between
62 and 80, who were divided into four groups. The
participants didn't have any identified brain performance
issues, but they subjectively felt their memories were
declining. In this trial, participants received either
blueberry powder, fish oil, fish oil and blueberry powder
or a placebo treatment. The results weren’t clear cut, but
there was some evidence to suggest the combination of
blueberry powder and fish oil did improve memory.
The researchers concluded from these initial results that
blueberries may be more effective in treating people with
already established cognitive impairments. However,
before changing your diet significantly or adding
supplementation, it is suggested that you visit a health
professional, such as your GP, or a dietician for further
advice. 

The facts: The Australian Anavex
2-73 Alzheimer’s disease clinical
trial
In January 2015, AnavexTM announced that it would be
undertaking a world first Phase 2 clinical trial to look at the
efficacy of one of its drugs, called Anavex 2-73. The trial
was undertaken in Australia.
Anavex 2-73 is known as a sigma-1 receptor agonist
or, in other words, it has the ability to reduce oxidative
stress, protein mis-folding, mitochondrial dysfunction and
inflammation – all of which are commonly noted in the
brains of people with Alzheimer’s disease. Animal studies
have shown that the Anavex treatment is able to reverse
memory loss and provide neuroprotection in mice with
Alzheimer’s disease.
The Phase 2 clinical trial involved 32 Australians who
had been diagnosed with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s
disease. The goal of this particular trial was to determine
the maximum tolerated dose of the drug, while also
assessing participant’s resulting cognitive skills, blood
results and brain scans.
The trial was split into two parts. Part A was 5 weeks
of on-off-on dosing of Anavex 2-73 via both oral delivery
and intravenous injection. Part B of the trial began shortly
after, and involved participants taking an oral dose of the
treatment daily for 52 weeks. Due to the relatively low
number of participants, the researchers are being cautious
with how they are interpreting the results. However, it
seems that there has been a cognitive benefit associated
with taking Anavex 2-73. After participants underwent
a variety of cognitive tests, the researchers noted that
participants had statistically significant improvements
in psychomotor function (i.e. detection), attention and
working memory. Side effects seemed to be limited to
dizzy spells and headaches in some participants.
At the time of these announcements, Australian media
focused on two of the participants who regained ‘lost’
skills, one of whom was able to play the piano again and
another rediscovered her art skills. While these outcomes
seem very positive, Associate Professor MacFarlane
has urged some caution, stating the researchers believe
that extending the study will lead them to an increased
understanding of the long-term effects of Anavex 2-73.
An Australian ethics committee has approved an extension
of this trial, which will allow participants who completed
Part B to roll-over into a new trial and continue taking
Anavex 2-73 for an additional 104 weeks (or two years).
At this stage, no Australian sites are currently recruiting
for Anavex trials and Associate Professor MacFarlane said
such a study [phase 3 trial] is in the planning phase, and is
hoped to commence in 2017.
You can find out more about the Anavex trials at
anavex.com 
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CONSUMER
FOCUS
Consumers come together at
national summit
Consumers gathered in Canberra recently to attend
the Alzheimer’s Australia 2016 National Consumer
Summit, and lend their voices to the development of
recommendations for a National Dementia Strategy.
More than 70 people living with dementia and their carers
from across Australia met for the two-day event, held at
Parliament House. Consumers Jane and Dan Gardham,
Anne Tudor and Edie Mayhew made up the Victorian
contingent, and were joined by representatives from all
other states and territories, bringing with them a range of
experiences, expertise and ideas.
The summit was held at a critical time, following the
announcement in November 2015 that the Government
plans to make significant changes to dementia programs
and services to better support people with dementia and
their families.
Via the summit, consumers were given the opportunity to
ensure their voices and thoughts were heard ahead of the
redesign of services.
On the second day, the National Consumer Summit
Communique 2016 - a summary of the previous day’s
discussions - was presented to the co-convenors of the
Parliamentary Friends of Dementia, Teresa Gambaro MP,
Federal Member for Brisbane, Shayne Neumann MP,
Federal Member for Blair and Senator Rachel Siewert.
The communique outlined the priorities identified during
the summit that consumers believe will improve dementia
care in Australia. These priorities are informed by their
experiences and their knowledge of what would make a
difference in their own lives.
Consumers unanimously called for a funded National
Dementia Strategy with measurable outcomes, building on
the National Framework for Action on Dementia 2015-2019
and addressing the following priorities:

• Promote greater awareness and risk reduction
• Tackle the stigma and discrimination associated with 		
dementia and support social inclusion and participation
• Improve access to timely diagnosis and high quality 		
health care
• Provide care and support in the community that supports
independence, social engagement and effective support
for informal carers
• Ensure access to high quality residential care and 		
publically available information about consumer 		
experience and quality of care
• Improve end of life care and support for people with 		
dementia
• The implementation of Consumer Directed Care for 		
people with dementia and their carers
• The commitment to increase investment in dementia 		
research
• The implementation of a National Dementia Strategy 		
would build on existing areas of success and develop 		
a strategic, collaborative and cost effective response to 		
dementia across Australia.
Sussan Ley MP, Minister for Health and Aged Care, closed
the summit by launching the Clinical Practice Guidelines
and Principles of Care for People with Dementia. Produced
by the Cognitive Decline Partnership Centre, the guidelines
feature 109 recommendations on best practice when it
comes to the care of people living with dementia – the first
set of guidelines of this kind to be developed in Australia.
Copies of the National Consumer Summit Communique
2016 and the Clinical Practice Guidelines and Principles
of Care for People with Dementia can be found at
fightdementia.org.au
If you are interested in getting involved in consumer
discussions and representing your community, contact
aav.consumers@alzheimers.org.au 

Above Victorian carer Anne Tudor asks a question from the floor at the National Consumer Summit
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DEMENTIA LEARNING

MASTERCLASS SERIES
2016
Promoting better dementia practice

Creating dementia-friendly
communities
A masterclass by UK expert Philly Hare and Alzheimer’s Australia Vic
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic is pleased to be able to bring UK
dementia-friendly communities expert Philly Hare to Melbourne for
an exclusive masterclass. This masterclass is a unique opportunity
to hear about the UK’s experience in creating dementia-friendly
communities and how these learnings can be applied to the
Australian context. This interactive session will explore how you
can take the first steps towards making your community more
dementia-friendly, regardless of whether you are a person living
with dementia, professional or family carer, business which
interacts with the public, service organisation or policy-maker.
The masterclass will also feature learnings from Victoria’s pilot
dementia-friendly community, Beechworth in regional Victoria
and also showcase some of the work being undertaken by
Manningham City Council to become a dementia-friendly city.
Philly Hare has been program manager at the major UK social policy
research charity Joseph Rowntree Foundation since 2006 and has led
their 'Dementia without Walls' program for the past four years, which has
championed the concept of dementia-friendly communities in the UK.

WHEN
Tuesday 21 June 11:00am - 2:00pm
WHERE
Melbourne Town Hall Supper Room,
Corner of Swanston & Collins Street,
Melbourne
COST includes lunch
Non member $95.00 | Member $85.00
LIMITED PLACES
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL
Call
03 9815 7808
Email vic.education@alzheimers.org.au
Online masterclass.eventarc.com/34492

SESSIONS COMING SOON

Understanding dementia
This session will provide an understanding of dementia by first exploring how a healthy brain
works. It will address the main causes, key signs and symptoms of dementia and explain
why behavior changes with dementia. Risk factors for dementia as well as common myths
and misconceptions about dementia will also be discussed. A brief overview of Alzheimer's
Australia Vic support services will conclude the session.

Parkville

Hawthorn

Date: Thursday 14 July 2016

Date: Tuesday 6 September 2016

Time: 9:45am-11am

Time: 1.45pm-3pm

Venue: Alzheimer's Australia Vic
155 Oak Street, Parkville

Venue: Alzheimer's Australia Vic
98-104 Riversdale Road, Hawthorn

Register online: https://register.eventarc.com/34451

Register online: https://register.eventarc.com/34457

Bookings: vic.fightdementia.org.au/education | vic.education@alzheimers.org.au | 03 9816 5708
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LIBRARY

The term ‘graphic medicine’ was coined as
a descriptor for the interaction between the
medium of comic books and the discourse of
healthcare. In the past few years there have
been an increasing number of this type of
resource published in the area of dementia care.
The following examples are all available to loan
from the Alzheimer’s Australia Vic library.

Wrinkles
Paco Roca (2015)
When Spanish illustrator
Paco Roca drew an
elderly couple for an
advert, the marketing
people told him, “They’re
not nice to look at.” As
Roca reluctantly removed
them, an idea began
forming for a comic strip
novel entirely populated
by older people. His
protagonist is a retired
bank manager living with
Alzheimer’s disease who
moves into a care home. The author convincingly
portrays the rituals of the aged care setting, and
how this gentleman gradually recognises and
attempts to manage his illness.

OUR SEASON PICKS
Our library is at 100 Riversdale Road,
Hawthorn. It’s packed with books, DVDs
and journals.
Open Monday to Friday 9:00am - 5:00pm.
Call 03 9815 7800 or email vic.library@
alzheimers.org.au

Aliceheimer's: Alzheimer's
Through the Looking
Glass
Dana Walrath (2016)
Aliceheimer’s is a series of illustrated
vignettes, offering daily glimpses into
the world of author Dana Walrath
and her mother, who was diagnosed
with Alzheimer’s disease. “With a
community of help that included
pirates, good neighbours, a cast of
characters from space-time travel,
and my dead father hovering in the
branches of the maple trees that
surround our Vermont farmhouse,
Aliceheimer’s let us write our own
story daily—a story that, in turn, helps
rewrite the dominant medical narrative
of ageing,” Walrath said.

Roses in December:
A Story of Love and
Alzheimer's
Tom Batiuk and Chuck Ayers (2015)

Our dementia resources blog
dementiaresources.org.au

We update our blog every month with a different
dementia-related topic. Past posts have included
spirituality and dementia, how to design a more
dementia-friendly home, younger onset dementia,
films and fiction that have a dementia theme, along
with many others. Sign up and stay informed about a
range of best-practice dementia materials.

This graphic novel follows two separate
story arcs. Firstly, as Ralph’s wife
Helen’s Alzheimer’s disease worsens,
he never knows if the love of his life
will recognise him on the days he visits
her at Sunny Days Nursing Home, and
their love story unfolds with humour
and heartbreak. Meanwhile, Lucy starts
to exhibit symptoms of Alzheimer’s
disease and is eventually moved into
the same nursing home by her sister
Lillian.

Our library catalogue

The Dementia Diaries: a
novel in cartoons

This dementia library catalogue contains information
about resources held both in Victoria and in other
states nationally. You can visit online or call 03 9815
7800 if you would like to borrow something.

Matthew Snyman (2012)

Catalogue.dementialibrary.org.au

Solution
Word puzzle on page 13
REDUCTION, INTRODUCE

Perhaps of interest to our younger
readers, The Dementia Diaries is a
collection of stories about young people
and their experiences with dementia. It
includes the good days, the bad days,
and everything in between. It’s full of
handy tips and stories that show the
other side of dementia by those who
know it best.
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FUNDRAISING
IN THE COMMUNITY
Ready? Steady? GO! … It’s almost Experience A Trek to Remember in
time for Run Melbourne
Vietnam or Tanzania
Whether you’re aiming to run a personal best or challenge
yourself with a longer distance than usual, there’s a race
for everyone at Run Melbourne!

Are you ready for a once-in-a-lifetime adventure? Trek,
cycle and kayak through stunning Vietnam or Tanzania,
while raising funds to help fight dementia.

Register for the 3km kids event, 5km run/walk, 10km run
or Brooks Half-Marathon, while showing your support for
Alzheimer’s Australia Vic at the same time.

Alzheimer’s Australia Vic brings you the latest in its Trek to
Remember series, presenting two unique opportunities to
combine raising money and conquering a personal physical
challenge.

Run for Alzheimer’s Australia Vic, raise over $1,000
and you’ll become a Champion Memory Jogger. As such,
you’ll receive:
• FREE ENTRY to Run Melbourne 2016
• The Memory Joggers kit, including a running singlet and
cap
• An Alzheimer’s Australia Vic drink bottle, valued at $6.96
• Free one-year membership to Alzheimer’s Australia Vic,
which includes a 5 per cent discount on 			
education courses
• Special ‘Champion Runner’ start zone access
• PDF training guides
• A fundraising medal
• Certificate of thanks for your support
• Helpful fundraising advice, support and information to 		
encourage you on your fundraising journey
• And the opportunity to help us make a difference and 		
fight against dementia
Can’t commit to raising $1,000? No worries! Join as a
Memory Jogger by raising over $250, and you’ll receive a
free running singlet and cap for your efforts.
Take on a personal challenge and join thousands of
others at Run Melbourne on Sunday 24 July. For more
information, contact Kristin Marshall on 03 9816 5746, or
visit bit.ly/vicrunmelb16 
Below Community fundraiser Medusa pictured with
Evan Gordon, former General Manager Fundraising,
Alzheimer's Australia Vic, and performing at her album launch
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Trek Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, the iconic highest peak in
Africa and highest freestanding mountain in the world. Or,
trek, cycle and kayak amongst Vietnam’s beautiful rural
landscape.
Both treks will take place in October 2016, with discounts
applying before June 30 for the Vietnam trek.
For more information contact Kristin Marshall, Alzheimer's
Australia Vic Community Fundraising Officer on
03 9816 5746 

Medusa - Fundraising through
music
Indie Pop Rock artist Medusa is showing her support for
the Alzheimer’s Australia Dementia Research Foundation Victoria by donating 80 per cent of the money raised from
sales of her new album A Sheer Sky.
A Sheer Sky is dedicated to Medusa’s mother Effie
Pollock, and other people who are also living with
dementia.
The album was launched at a special event held at Rah Bar
in South Yarra, with over $1,000 raised on the night. And
if you didn’t make it to the event, don’t worry! Anybody
who would like to buy the album can do so by visiting
medusamusic.com 

Entertainment books
Enjoy great discounts at top restaurants, attractions, hotels
and shops while simultaneously supporting Alzheimer’s
Australia Vic, with a fabulous Entertainment Book.
For more information, or to order visit bit.ly/viceb16 

Have you ever wanted to challenge yourself both physically and mentally;
wanted to partake in an adventure to discover new worlds, new
landscapes and new cultures, or wanted to raise money for Alzheimer’s
Australia Vic but never found the right event for you?
Join Alzheimer’s Australia Vic in A Trek to Remember.
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Improving the lives of people with dementia is important to me.
Please accept my donation of $
My cheque is enclosed OR

Title

Please debit my credit card

First Name

Family Name

Please debit the above amount from my credit card:
Monthly

Quarterly

Half yearly

This time only

Card details
Mastercard

Organisation (if applicable)
Address

VISA

Expiry date
Cardholder’s name

AMEX

CCV

Diners

Postcode
Telephone
Email

Signed
I would like to find out more about making a bequest to Alzheimer’s Australia Vic
I have already included a gift to Alzheimer’s Australia Vic in my Will
Please contact me about organising my own fundraising event
I would like more information about becoming a member
ARBN 0013779R | ABN 1467 184 0186
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Mobile

